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interinstitutional
relations and Cohesion policy 148–50
struggle over European integration 496–7
Interinstitutional Agreement 124, 132–3
supportive institutions 61
Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA)
29–30, 39, 42, 85
Integrated Mediterranean Programmes (IMPs)
20–21, 113, 496
Integrated Sustainable Urban Development (ISUD) 414, 416, 419–20
Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) 283, 313, 315, 390, 397, 414, 416, 419–20, 492
intergovernmental relations 507–9
interinstitutional
relations and Cohesion policy 148–50
struggle over European integration 496–7
intermediate bodies (IB) 37–8, 43, 48, 390
internal control system 173–5
Interreg initiative 27, 112, 117, 309, 385–6, 388, 395
intervention
logic of 59–60
scale of 495–6
investment clause 193–4
investments, shielding 245–6
Ireland
accession to EU 19, 50, 329
annual growth 434
budget negotiations 130
Cohesion Fund 58, 156, 251, 372
Cohesion policy
achievements and impact 263–6
commitment appropriations for 256
convergence and divergence 433–4
as former core beneficiary 80
funding 315
on future of 125
presented as great success story of 250
programmes 251
as ‘side payment’ to 497
and debt 465–6
enlargement 18, 205
and ERDF 19, 250, 252, 254–7, 259–60, 265, 495
Europeanisation in 83
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 479–81, 485–6
impact of economic crisis 31, 128, 187
institutional system 252
Maastricht Treaty 24
Northern, peace process in 25
and NUTS 2 units 446
population size 250
PPP per capita GDP relative to EU28
average 467
as Presidency involved in negotiations 150
regional problem 252
Structural Funds experiences
financial resources 255–8
governance and implementation
arrangements 260–63
Objective 1 22–3, 252–3, 255–6, 264
positively affected by 265–6
shift from national to regional
programmes 252–5
strategies 258–60
threat to sabotage Paris Summit 19, 250, 252
use of bargaining power 333
Italy
additionality principle 192–3
annual growth 434
Cohesion Fund 234, 241, 302, 306
Cohesion policy
absorption, delivery and institutional
capacity 242
achievements and impact 240–41
commitment appropriations for 236
contractualisation approach 375
financial resources 236–7
funding 131, 315
main focus of 231
multilevel governance 244–5
new policy paradigms and public policy
approaches 243–4
programmes 233
regional approach pursued by 516–17
report on 127, 160
shielding investments and providing relief
crisis 245–6
strategies 237–9
support for 108, 126
unfavourable domestic context 243
and ERDF 19, 240, 250, 252
Europeanisation in 83, 516–17
and free movement of labour 469
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities
479–81, 484–6
impact of economic crisis 31, 188–90, 198,
470
institutional system 231
Integrated Mediterranean Programmes for
20, 496
interregional cooperation 385
as most privileged in funding allocation 27, 29
as net beneficiary of regional policy 26
and NUTS 2 446
possible formal referendum on independence
212–13
PPP per capita GDP relative to EU28
average 467
recommendation on poverty and social
inclusion 488
regional policy tradition 231
Sardinian political parties 204, 208
self-rule 99
showing signs of disaffection 246
Structural Funds 22–3, 331, 450, 516
Structural Programme Loans 195
territoriality and budgetary politics 494
Thematic Objectives 238–9
threat to sabotage Paris Summit 19, 250, 252
JASMINE (Joint Action to Support Micro-
finance Institutions in Europe) 196, 416
JASPERS (Joint Assistance to Support
Projects in European Regions) 30, 197,
416
JEREMIE (Joint European Resources for
Micro and Medium Enterprises) 30, 196,
416
JESSICA (Joint European Support for
Sustainable Investment in City Areas) 30,
196, 416–17
knowledge networks 355–6
Latvia
accession to EU 287
additionality principle 192
as among poorer member states 285
Cohesion Fund 42, 287, 289, 293
Cohesion policy
funding 290, 315
impact 296–7, 311
as new policy priority 126
programmes 289
strategies 291
EDRF and ESF 293–4
EU funding, indirect effects 299
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities
480–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 285, 467
IMF recommendation to devalue 465
impact of SCF on GDP 295
and NUTS 2 285–6
Operational Programmes 292
regionalist parties welcoming 211
Structural Funds administration 298
Thematic Objectives 293–4
learning
in post-accession Europeanisation 85–7
in pre-accession period, for Central and
Eastern Europe 309–10
recent developments 420–24
legislative package for Cohesion policy reform
133
Lisbon Agenda 28, 250, 259, 265, 424, 440–41,
477–8, 482
Lisbon Strategy 28, 60, 62, 110, 116, 129, 159,
163, 237, 273, 374, 380, 477, 487–8
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Lisbon Treaty see Treaty of Lisbon

Lithuania
additionality principle 192
as among poorer member states 285
Cohesion Fund 42, 287, 289, 295
Cohesion policy
funding 290, 315
impact 296–7, 311
implementation 287
as new policy priority 126
programmes 289
strategies 291
ERDF and ESF 293–4
EU funding, indirect effects 299
European Investment Bank loan 40
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
impact of SCF on GDP 295
and NUTS 2 285–6
Operational Programmes 293
opposition to reduction in EU co-financing rate 131
PPP per capita GDP relative to EU28 average 467
Presidency 133, 149–50
progress in transport sector 297
Structural Funds management and implementation 298
Thematic Objectives 293–4
logic of intervention 59–60
Luxembourg
absorption performance 281
administration procedures 281
Cohesion policy
allocations 275, 275
funding 273–5, 315
programmes 270
Convergence funding 268
EDRF and ESF 276
as fairly unitary 272
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 479–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 268, 467
national programme 275
as net contributor to Community budget 272
NUTS 2 with disparities 268, 272
as one of wealthiest member states 268
process 477
Thematic Objectives 277

Maastricht Treaty see Treaty of Maastricht
macroeconomic rationale for Cohesion policy 56–8
macregional strategies 312, 386–7, 390–96, 500

Madrid Convention 387–8
Malta
Cohesion Fund 42, 234, 236
Cohesion policy
commitment appropriations for 236
financial resources 236
funding 315
main goal of 231
as new policy priority 126
programmes 234
distribution of resources to Thematic Objectives 238–9
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
PPP per capita GDP relative to EU28 average 467
regionalist parties welcoming 211
managing authorities (MAs)
accreditation by independent auditing bodies 166
change of, in France 275
as Cohesion policy actor 37–8
data accuracy and capacity limitations 46
delegation of tasks 47
division of responsibilities between, in Sweden 298
ENE-MA 379
help in establishing financial instruments 196
impact on utilisation of EU funds 315–16
and internal control systems 173, 177
operational programmes 437
programme 390
project
applications 43–4
evaluation plans 46
expenditure 451
management 390
regions acting as 506
view of ERDF, in Germany 279
work with urban authorities 152, 420
market potential 345–6, 348
match funding 45–6, 258
measurability principle 433–5
Member States, as Cohesion policy actors 37–8
Merkel, Angela 11, 136
metagovernance 514–18
MFF see Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF)
Millan, Bruce 156, 257
monitoring committees 38, 116, 377–9, 436–7
Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) 17, 31, 39, 74, 110, 121–4, 128–37, 141, 148–9, 340–41, 401, 495
multilateralism 405–9
multilevel governance
Charter for 166–7
cities as actors in 414–15
and Cohesion policy 48, 67–70, 76, 141, 148,
506–13, 516
and Committee of the Regions 161, 164–5
dichotomy between types of 520
as ‘(dis)ordering framework’ 67
distinction between public and private 65–6
and economic, cultural and political
developments 66
EGTCs strengthening 390
and emergent spatial governance
configurations 510–11
explosion of, in EU studies 67–70
in field of international relation 67
as horizontal reconfiguration of policy
arenas 509–10
instruments of 517
and macro-regional strategies 312
as most apt descriptor of activity of
governing 65
and multidimensional governance 404
and new model of democracy 75
and partnership 151, 156, 260, 279
rationales, mechanisms and arrangements of
types of 512–13
and regional engagement 206–7
regional policies in Germany 515
regionalist parties' interest in 218
regions becoming dynamic actors of 309, 316–17
and representative democracy 71–3
role of local governments in 41
in southern periphery countries 244–5
and state sovereignty 70–71
Structural Funds
leading to new forms of 203
as principle in design and implementation
of 260
Sweden's tendency towards 295
and territorialisation 514
and territoriality 498–502
as vertical rearticulation of
intergovernmental relations 506–9
see also governance arrangements
Multiregional Operational Programmes
(MOPs) 233–4, 237, 443
National Operational Programmes (NOPs) 37,
44, 153, 233–5, 251, 288–9, 420, 487
National Programmes of Community Interest
20, 111
National Strategic Reference Framework
(NSRF) 40–41, 232, 234, 237, 288–9
Netherlands
absorption performance 281
budget negotiations 131
Cohesion policy
achievements and impact 278
allocations 273–6
in favour of rationalising 272
funding 273–5, 315
on future of 125
opposition to increased spending 26
programmes 270
Convergence funding 268
developments in new policy spaces 517–18
EDRF and ESF 19, 276, 479, 484
as fairly unitary 272
functional, overlapping and competing
jurisdictions 503
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities
479–81, 484–6
GDP per capita 268, 467
on national austerity matched by budget
restraint 136
as net contributor to EU budget 26
as one of wealthiest member states 268
Operational Programmes 484
Thematic Objectives 277, 484
urban redevelopment 418–19
New Economic Geography (NEG)
catching up with reality 66
effects of 448–9
model consisting of two types of works
353
and regional policy 52–3
sixth Cohesion report favouring 59–61
and spatial structure trends 346–9
Nomenclature of Territorial Units (NUTS)
NUTS 1 level regions 70, 97–8, 250, 254
NUTS 2 level regions 70, 97–8, 253–4, 261,
265, 268, 274, 285–7, 309, 316, 347, 401,
445–6
NUTS 3 level regions 29, 254, 275, 286, 299,
445
Objective 1 310
system 495
northern countries, Cohesion policy
achievements and impact 263–5
comparison of Structural Funds experiences
265–6
EU political histories 250, 252
financial resources 255–8
governance and implementation
arrangements 260–63
number of programmes 251
programmes overview 252–5
strategies 258–60
NUTS see Nomenclature of Territorial Units (NUTS)

Open Days 39, 113, 162–3, 167
Open Method of Coordination (OMC) 114, 116–17, 488, 512
Operational Programmes (OPs)
- audit authorities 38
  - in Central and Eastern Europe countries 313–15
  - as defined by member states 112, 183–4
  - drafting of 43
- EGTC participation in preparation of 390
- embedding macro-regional objectives in 395
- and European Investment Bank 195–6
- financing of 45
- impact of Structural Funds dependent on 434
  - implemented over several years 57
  - internal control for 173–7
  - in legislative package 133
  - regulations interpreted in 37
  - and results orientation principle 439–40
  - in rich central countries 269–70, 275, 279, 376, 415
  - and social dimension 482–7
  - and sound financial management principle 437–9
  - in southern periphery countries 232–5, 237, 239, 291–4, 298, 481–2
  - in sparsely populated countries 40, 291–5, 298, 481–2
  - suspension of resources for 191
  - for sustainable urban development 420
  - and technical assistance 47
  - for Trans-European Networks 340–41
  - in United Kingdom and Ireland 254, 260
see also National Operational Programmes (NOPs); Regional Operational Programmes (ROPs)

Partito Sardo d’Azione (Psd’Az) 212, 228
Partnership Agreements (PAs)
- and additionality 192–3
- agreement enabling development of 133
  - in Central and Eastern Europe countries 313–14
- and Code of Conduct 151, 161, 378
- Cohesion policy reform introducing 115
  - conforming to Type I multilevel governance 499
- implementation of 28 new 153
  - member states asked to embed macro-regional objectives in 395
  - member states drawing up 43
  - providing general overview of allocation of resources 483
  - provision for requesting revisions to 9
  - related to social cohesion 484–6
  - role in structuring territorial development 419–20
  - ‘soft’ means of ‘hardening’ governance modes 115
  - in southern periphery countries 232, 234, 237–9
  - in sparsely populated countries 291–4, 298
  - for urban areas 145
  - partnership principle
  - ambitious interpretation of 148
  - area-based applications of 507
  - as bedrock of regional policy 206
  - Delors’ emphasis on 497
  - for design and implementation of Structural Funds 260
  - environmental actors building on 370
  - and European Committee of the Regions 156, 158–9, 165
  - European Parliament’s contribution to shaping Cohesion policy 151
  - as implementation challenge in rich central regions 279–80
  - involvement of local and regional authorities 161
  - and negotiated programming 517
  - as one of four basic principles 22
  - and regionalism 309
  - scope 30
  - shallow adaptation to 86
  - and Structural Funds in Latvia and Lithuania 298
  - in third Cohesion Report 330
  - performance audit 179–81
  - ‘place-based’ approach
  - ability to attract resources to deprived areas 335
  - acknowledging necessity of multidimensional approach in tackling poverty 487
  - advocated in Barca Report 61, 365, 416, 423, 482
  - and Committee of the Regions 160
  - compatibility with territorial cohesion 331
  - and conceptualisation of space 491–2
  - CP characterised by 329
  - CP territoriality evaluated by schemes of 313, 315
  - as in danger of becoming a generic ‘cure-all’ 423
  - diversification of economic activities with 328
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and horizontal support 470
initiatives promoting development of 259
new arguments for regional decentralisation 317
new instrument used to implement 419
potential impact on CP funding 282
rigid separation with sectoral policies 326
and smart specialisation 359
tailored to territorial needs 152
and territorial politics 515
and Type II forms of governance 513
Plaid Cymru 204, 208–12, 228
Poland
administrative capacity 309
budget allocation ratios by Thematic Objective 314
Cohesion Fund 42, 304
Cohesion policy
budget 236
funding 306, 311, 315
as new policy priority 126
programmes 304, 311
and Eastern Partnership 407
Europeanisation in 84–6
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
funding for transport infrastructure 378
GDP per capita 308, 466–7
impact of economic crisis 31, 198, 239
legislative package 133
loss of Convergence status 129
as most privileged in funding allocation 27
pre-legislative work 141–4, 148, 150
ROPs and ERDF 315
Structural Funds
main beneficiary of 378
management of 87
Structural Programme Loan portfolio 195
policies and policy integration in green economy 376–8
policy arenas, horizontal reconfiguration of 509–10
policy coherence, prospects for 471–2
policy effectiveness see impacts: assessment policy, multifaceted, as issue relating to impact assessment 446–8
policy paradigms 243–4, 252
policy prioritisation problem 360–61
Portugal
accession to EU 20, 231, 330
accession to single market 21
additionality principle 192–3
annual growth 434
challenge to manage stability of 128
Cohesion Fund 42, 58, 156, 232, 234, 302, 306, 372
Cohesion policy
absorption, delivery and institutional capacity 242
achievements and impact 240–41
commitment appropriations for 236
financial resources 236–7
as former core beneficiary of 80
funding 315
main goal of 231
multilevel governance 244–5
new policy paradigms and public policy approaches 243
programmes 234, 239
shielding investments and providing relief crisis 245–6
as ‘side payment’ to 370, 497
strategies 237–9
supported by 126
and transport infrastructure networks 339
unfavourable domestic context 243
Europeanisation in 83
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 434, 467
impact of economic crisis 31, 198, 239
institutional system 231
Maastricht Treaty 24
as most privileged in funding allocation 27, 29
opposition to reduction in EU co-financing rate 131
self-rule 99
Structural Funds 22–3, 302, 306
Thematic Objectives 238–9
pre-legislative work 141–4, 148, 150
principles
‘ability to pay’ 55
allocative 56
broad interpretation, for projects 44
cclimate policy integration 381
cohesion 327
to combat social exclusion 423
concentration 22, 26–7, 33, 59, 127, 328, 330
conditionality 152, 310
cconventional 22, 25, 429, 440
determining allocation of regional funds 94
economic and social cohesion’ 443
economic growth 431–3
efficiency 26
environmental policy integration 369–75, 377–81
equitable territorial distribution of benefits of integration process 325
dwindling possibilities 214
European integration for 218
and multilevel governance 206–7
objective limitation of opportunities for 209
and Structural Funds reform 209, 213
regional mobilisation
contributing to territorial restructuring 218
Convention, enlargement and regions ‘left behind’ 209–12
Europe of the Regions 207–9
factors increasing 70
frustration with Europe 204–5, 213–14
independence demands and European responses 213–14
multilevel governance and regional engagement 206–7
paths of 203–4
Structural Fund reforms and the regions 205–6
Regional Operational Programmes (ROPs) 37, 44, 153, 232–5, 237, 251, 260–61, 275, 288, 311, 315, 343, 420, 443, 445
regional problem
and local policy-makers 59–60
low labour mobility exacerbating 55
origin and evolution of 306–8
in United Kingdom and Ireland 252
Regional Studies Association (RSA) 41–2
regionalism, experimental 514–18
regionalist frustration
with Committee of the Regions 210
with Europe 204–5, 213–14
regionalist parties
active, in CEE countries 203
Cohesion policy funds
analysis 220–24
data 219–20, 228
hypothesis 217–18
representing manifestation of EU policy for regions 217
results 225–6
Cohesion policy of value to 208–9
concerns of 204–5, 210–12
criticism of draft European Constitution 210
demands for independence 212–14
eyear frustration with Europe 204–5
perceptions of EEC 204
positions on European integration 211–12, 217–25
supporting goal of self-determination 209
as ‘vociferous advocates’ on Europe of the Regions 208
regions
impact of economic crisis on 189–90
‘left behind’ 209–12
regulations for reforms 22, 24–9, 31–2
representative democracy see democracy
research, development and innovation (RDI)
313, 340, 343–6, 352–4
research, technological development and innovation (RTDI) 32, 237–8, 278, 292–4, 342
results orientation
ambition to strengthen 246
of European Parliament 151–2
principle 439–40
rich central countries, Cohesion policy achievements and impacts 278–9
common characteristics 272
funding
differences 268, 272
levels of 273–5
types and instruments 275–6
future challenges for 282
implementation challenges
absorption 281
administrative procedures 281–2
as difficult to assess 279
partnership 279–80
number of programmes 269–71
strengthening participation 282–3
thematic priorities 277
RIS3 (Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation) 365–6
Romania
accession to EU 302
budget allocation ratios by Thematic Objective 314
Cohesion Fund 42, 304
Cohesion policy
evolution of strategies 313
focus on least-developed member states 125–6
funding 311, 315
impact 311
programmes 304
Convergence status 129
Europeanisation in 84–5
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 308, 467
impact of economic crisis 131
integrated territorial OPs 315
investment clause 194
opposition to reduction in EU co-financing rate 131
Structural Funds
centralisation traditions in managing 87
difficulties in absorbing 87
Rome Treaty see Treaty of Rome
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ROPs see Regional Operational Programmes (ROPs)
rural development see agricultural and rural development
Sardinia Natzione 204, 208, 211
SCF see Structural and Cohesion Funds (SCF)
Scottish National Party (SNP) 204, 209–14, 228
sectoral policies, evolution of 326
simplification 26, 69, 145, 152–3, 158, 160
‘single audit’ model 175–8
singler market
and creation of Cohesion policy 429–31
deleterious effects on poorer regions 204, 330
in financial services (SMFS) 465, 470
free-market thrust of 205
integrating effect of 58
and measurability principle 433–5
Slovakia
accession to EU 302
budget allocation ratios by Thematic Objective 314
Cohesion Fund 42, 305–6
Cohesion policy
evolution of strategies 313
funding 311, 315
impact 311
as new policy priority 126
programmes 305
Europeanisation in 84, 86
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 308, 467
income levels 466
integrated territorial OPs 315
investment clause 194
NUTS 2 units 446
Structural Funds 306
Slovenia
accession to EU 302
budget allocation ratios by Thematic Objective 314
Cohesion Fund 42, 305
Cohesion policy
funding 311, 315
impact 311
programmes 305
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 480–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 308, 467
need to increase public investment 192–3
as richest Eastern candidate country 26
smart specialisation
broader context of CP reforms 364–5
implementation issues 365–6
operationalising concept of 361–3
policy prioritisation problem 360–61
relevance of 259, 366
social dimension of Cohesion policy
balancing competitiveness and equity goals 486–8
contribution of Structural Funds to social cohesion 478–82
Europe 2020 and inclusive growth priority 482–6
tracing process of 476–8
vaguely defined role in countering social exclusion 475–6
social exclusion
Cohesion policy’s vaguely defined role in countering 475
initiatives to combat in urban neighbourhoods 418, 423
programmes in sparsely populated countries 292–3
see also social dimension of Cohesion policy
social inclusion
percentage of ESF allocated to 486
Thematic Objective for 238, 291, 294, 483–4
sound financial management principle 170, 183, 437–9
southern periphery, Cohesion policy
achievements and impacts 239–41
added value and spillovers
multilevel governance 244–5
new policy paradigms and public policy approaches 243–4
shielding investments and providing relief crisis 245–6
as characterised by success and failure 246
commitment appropriations for 236
delivery of 232
financial resources 236–7
implementation challenges
absorption, delivery and institutional capacity 241–2
unfavourable domestic context 243
institutional systems 231
number of programmes 233–5
strategies 237–9
sovereignty 70–71, 209, 213
Spain
accession to EU 20, 42, 231, 330
accession to single market 21
Andalucian Party 204, 208
annual growth 434
challenge to manage stability of 128
Chinese support to 472
Cohesion policy
absorption, delivery and institutional capacity 242
achievements and impact 240–41
commitment appropriations for 236
financial resources 236
as former core beneficiary 80
funding 132, 315
main focus of 231
multilevel governance 244–5
new policy paradigms and public policy approaches 243–4
programmes 235
resource distribution to Thematic Objectives 238
shielding investments and providing relief crisis 245–6
as ‘side payment’ to 370, 497
strategies 237
supported by 126
and transport infrastructure networks 339, 349, 351
unfavourable domestic context 243
and debt 465–6
Europeanisation in 83
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 479–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 434, 467
impact of economic crisis
competitiveness 189
convergence 198
employment 187
greater 31
unit labour costs 189–90
institutional system 231
interregional cooperation 385
Maastricht Treaty 24
as most privileged in funding allocation 27, 29
as net beneficiary of regional policy 26
and NUTS 2 446
RIS3 Platform hosted in 365
self-rule 99
showing signs of disaffection 246
Structural Funds 22–3, 302, 306
sparsely populated countries, Cohesion policy differences between countries 285–6
disparity of approaches to CP 287
financial allocations 290–91
groupings by economic development 298–9
implementation challenges 297–8
number of programmes 288–9
outcomes and impacts 295–7
strategies 291–5
spatial structure 345–9
spillovers
as issue relating to impact assessment 445–6
in southern periphery countries 243–6
state capacity see quality of government (QoG) and Structural Funds
state sovereignty 70–71, 209, 213
Structural Funds
allocation 92–103
in Central and Eastern Europe countries 302, 306, 309, 315, 317–18
contribution to social cohesion 478–82
effect on regionalist parties 219–26
in green economy 370–81
and impact assessment 447–8, 450, 453, 455
management of 21, 79–80, 84–8, 252, 317
misuse of 40
reform, and the regions 205–6, 208–9, 213, 506, 516
in reform regulations 22–3, 25–7, 30
in rich central countries 276–7, 280
in rural development 328, 330–31
for social dimension 477–80, 487–8
in sparsely populated countries 293–4, 296, 298
in United Kingdom and Ireland 252–66
in urban areas 414, 416, 418–19, 423
see also Structural and Cohesion Funds (SCF)
Structural Programme Loan (SPL) 195–7, 199
subnational governments (SNGs) 25–6, 156, 158, 196, 311, 499, 508–10
subsidiarity principle
area-based applications of 507
as bedrock of regional policy 206
bodies guarding breaches of 75
CEMR’s respect for 41
and Cohesion policy 217
and European Committee of the Regions 157–9, 165–6
importance attributed to 225
and Lisbon Treaty 415
and negotiated programming 517
and regionalism 309
reinvention of 148–50
specifying roles in light of 24–5
use in opposition to biodiversity 377
viewed as empty shell 210
SURE Committee 141
sustainability principle 375, 378, 381, 436–7
sustainable development (SD) 369–70, 373–4, 377, 380–81
Sweden
accession to EU 287
budget negotiations 131
Cohesion policy
achievements and challenges 296–8
allocations under 125–6, 287, 290–91, 298
effects of SCF on GDP 295–6
ERDF and ESF 293–4, 297
funding 290–91, 299, 315
implementation challenges 297–8
operational programmes 295
outcomes and impacts 295–6
planning and implementation approach 287
programmes 288
strategies 291–5
enlargement 24
ERDF and ESF 293–4, 297–8
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 479–81, 485–6
GDP per capita 285, 287, 467
as ineligible for Cohesion Fund 293
institutional system 287
low applicability of patents in comparison to papers 355
municipalities responsible for social cohesion 421
on national austerity matched by budget restraint 136
as NUTS 2 region 285–6, 446
Operational Programmes 292, 295
population 285
socio-economic development 285
Thematic Objectives 291, 294

technical assistance 46–7, 196–7, 242, 313, 379, 394
TEN-T see Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T)
territorial cooperation
cross-border cooperation law
making, inside EU 388
outside EU 387–8
EGTC and EUMRS comparison 395–6
EU macro-regional strategies 390–95
European groupings for 389–90
evolution into core aspect of Cohesion policy 385–6
growth of, since end of World War II 384
plethora of institutions 384–5
three discernible components of 385
types of 386
territorialisation
challenges of multilevel-multiscalar metagovernance 518–21
emergent forms of territorial governance and implications 513–18
experimental regionalism and multiscalar metagovernance in three European countries 514–18
multilevel governance and Cohesion policy 506–13
and emergent spatial governance configurations 510–11
as horizontal reconfiguration of policy arenas 509–10
types of 512–13
as vertical rearticulation of intergovernmental relations 507–9
territoriality
and budgetary politics 494–5
of Cohesion policy 491–8
evolution of territorial policies in EU 326
and interinstitutional struggle over European integration 496–7
move towards territorial centrality 326–31
and multilevel governance 498–500
multilevel–multiscalar territorial systems 518–21
and representative democracy 8, 500–502
and scale of intervention 495–6
state Cohesion policy beyond 502–3
reasserting 497–8
territorial dimension of Cohesion policy 146–7
territorial needs, place-based policy tailored to 152
unravelled 493
thematic concentration 42, 130, 133–5, 140, 144–6, 376
Thematic Objectives (TOs)
distribution of resources to
in Central and Eastern Europe countries 313–14
in rich central countries 277
social cohesion priorities 485
in southern periphery countries 238–9
in sparsely populated countries 291, 293–4
environmental 376
linked to inclusive growth/social inclusion 483–4
new, related to 2020 priorities 32–3, 375–6
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thematic priorities, in rich central countries 276–7
Thomson Report 18
time dimension 452
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) 193, 297, 339–40, 351–4
transportation
Cohesion policy
and growth models 343–5
and transport infrastructure networks 339–43
Europe 2020 strategy and TEN-T network effects 351–4
growth and development synergies 343
innovation, distance and knowledge networks 355–6
New Economic Geography and spatial structure trends 346–9
spatial structure, market potential, agglomeration economies and urban hierarchies 345–6
transport infrastructure and accessibility 349–51
networks 339–43
treaties
of cross-border cooperation 388
environmental 369–71
Treaty of Amsterdam 26, 512
Treaty of Rome 1, 3, 11, 17–18, 164, 194, 429, 494
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) 30, 50, 147, 149–51, 177, 183, 199, 461, 470
United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG) 41
United Kingdom (UK)
accession to EU 19, 50, 329, 495
budget negotiations 131
Cohesion policy
achievements and impact 263–6
on allocations under 125
challenges 250
funding 315, 375
on future of 125
pressure for establishment of 329
programmes 251
as redistributive 59
regionalist parties welcoming 208
Common Agricultural Policy 250, 495
different approach for 18
and ERDF 19, 250, 254, 256–9, 264–5
funding devoted to social cohesion priorities 479–81, 485–6
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